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Meeting time is at 8:00pm on Tuesday the 14th of October at the Pierson Center.
It is Demo month and our own Jerry Fraske is going to show us how to achieve
the water look without getting all wet. Mike Kendel will also show us how to
make your own glue tips so you might want to stick around for the demos.
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All Good Things Must Come to an End
By: Ian P. Dow
Gentleman,
As the saying goes, "All good things must come to an end" , and with that thought I will be stepping down as the
President of the IPMS Livonia chapter. So will Rick Forys, and Steve Freeman. The executive board will no longer
be some of the same faces that have been running things for quite some time. I would personally like to thank
Steve Freeman for all the years he has put in as President, Treasurer, newsletter writer and guide for our club.
He convinced me that running the club was no big deal and with his and Ricks help it was easy to find my
footing as the club leader. I would also like to thank Rick Forys for his contributions as Vice President, Treasurer,
Web Master and club photographer. It has been with his help that I was able to get a feel for how I wanted to
run the meetings and what worked best for the club and what did not. The work that both of these individuals
have put forth to keep the club going and thriving through the good and bad times are what has made this a
really good club to be involved with.
Now as one door closes another opens and that is true with our club executives. Tim Howell is stepping up to be
President and has as much enthusiasm and love of the hobby as anyone I know. I expect great things of Tims
leadership because he is capable and willing to except the challenge of being President, and in taking on the
role of guiding the club. To help in these duties is the always resourceful and constant club champion, Bob
Blevins. He is the new Vice President and along with helping Tim as President will continue running the Motor
City Kids Club and as the clubs unofficial PR man. His dedication to the club and all things modeling is second to
none. The man responsible for keeping the fun in our Funds is John Kesner. With a degree from the Hogwarts
academy of Witchcraft and Wizardry he has specifically been chosen to make sure that all of the club funds are
invested in precious plastics. I see great things in Johns future. Last but not least we have Mike Kendel as our
new club Secretary. Thank God this is not the age of Mad Men when they chased the Secretaries around the
desk. Nobody wants to catch that except Mrs. Kendel.
All joking aside, I want to thank everyone for the opportunity you have given me to guide our little group and to
make IPMS Livonia the Biggest Little Model Club in IPMS. We have won the Regional award 3 times, and the
National award once. I know that there are big things still to come from our club, and will be happy to be part of
those achievements when they happen. So let us continue to grow, thrive and set the example as to what a
really great IPMS club can be.
Ian
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Trumpeter 1/12 Ford GT40MKII
By: Aanson Glinsky. 1st Reviewed on the Internet Modeller website
From the ModelingMadness.Com website.

Reviewed by :Johnny Seaman in Modeling Madness

I saw this kit in the window at my local hobby shop last summer, and I asked Dave the owner, "What
in the @#$%^^ makes THAT kit worth $259.99 of my hard earned cash??" As soon as he opened the
box top, I had my answer. Out came the debit card, and it was my birthday, after all... Lots cool
stuff in the box. The article in..... drum roll please... Scale Auto... peaked my interest in building this
kit, so I waited 'till the Scale Auto article came out to start the detail work.
I'm glad I waited-the article was spot on as far as build issues that go with this kit. One thing I will
say is that after 30+ years of building scale automobiles, this is THE one that has challenged all my
skills. When I build a car, it is my vision, and it was the same with this one. I built this kit as a
"customer car" circa 1966. I was an independent racer... hoping... dreaming...
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The Engine Build
Chrome Rules ! These parts went together with
nary a snag, with minimal flash to be removed.
Like I said, lots of CHROME ! (*** One note from
the article... the mesh fittings for the oil and fuel
lines are un-useable. Search your parts box for
your spare wiring, you're gonna need 'em ! ***)
The high-pressure fittings were painted in Tamiya
Clear Red and Clear Blue. I let them dry for a
good two weeks before working with them.
Since the mesh for the wiring was unusable, I
used varying sizes of vinyl black tubing from the
parts box. Once the parts all come together, the
differences in chrome and pre-painted parts
meshes rather well. Just be careful with all the
chrome parts, handle them with a clean cloth, and
scrape the chrome off the mating surfaces that
need to be cemented together.
There are some detail parts from the first build
page (5) that I thought should be done at or near
the final build stage, and I was right. Due to the
fact that you are handling the kit numerous times
upside and downside, these parts are better left
for later in the build. This kit includes more than
450 parts....

Engine Build continued....
Note to Manufacturer: for all the faults that are
inherent in this new kit. (this is Trumpeter's first
large scale car kit) 97 % of the kit went together
very smoothly. I like a challenge! There are a
couple of carburetor links that are not installed
here; those will be installed at or near the end of
the build. The high-pressure fittings come into
play when the engine is installed into the chassis.
There are 30 of these fittings. It all works out in
the end. One of my "build signatures" is that
whenever possible I paint the exhaust headers or
manifolds white. The instructions call for a colour
of "Blazing?" What colour is that ? Bah... white it
is! I painted the shock absorbers Testors Flat Red,
with the torsion bar silver, and the shock tower
black. The colour contrast works well.
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Those oil lines will present a little problem later in
the build... There are 4 springs that keep the rear
of the exhausts attached to their brackets. These
didn't work for me.... I found something in the
parts bin, though, but for much later in the build.
" God praise the Spare Parts bin", I say! Next up is
the chassis build ... The original Le Mans winner
was painted black... mmmm... nope, wrong
colour for me....

The Body and Chassis...
The body came in a really cool box, with photos of
the actual car on the outside. If you were building
this kit as "authentic" it's a great reference for
painting. It is also great for transporting the
finished model. The car fits in like a glove and can
be transported to and from model shows with ease.
The body needed some sanding to get rid of the
seam lines.
The front clip, the rear clip, and the doors all
needed some attention, but not too much. I
started with a coat of Testors Silver. I didn't use
any primer, as the silver base coat would reveal
any additional work to do. The strange thing about
this kit is that it had some pre-painted items that
had to be masked off in order to paint the chassis.
The front of the chassis was pre-painted silver so
out came the masking tape.
I glued on the braces for the top of the doors prior
to painting. I used super-glue for these, as I didn't
want some pre-mature movement. The doors, once
installed, fit very tightly, and a little "off". I
actually had to spend some time with the
passenger door bending and aligning it before the
painting could begin.
The "helmet bubble" was also super-glued on prior
to painting. The air intakes on the rear clip took
considerable work to get them ready for painting.
Each intake was comprised of two parts and a
nasty seam ran across the top of them. These
were glued together and test fitted to see where
adjustments had to be made. I used Gunze Mr.
Hobby "Mr. Surfacer 1000" to fill in the seam.
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I let it dry for several days before wet sanding them. The
rear spoiler is also super-glued in place here as well. The
pre-sanding went well, with not much to touch up. I've
always had good luck with this colour, and I wasn't
disappointed this time. Three cans later... I only needed to
do a little bit of buffing when all is done. The pictures
really don't do this colour justice. This paint goes on very
smoothly and you can "read" the metallic coating, so not
too much is applied in any one area. Next up are the front
suspension and the installation of the engine to the painted
chassis.

Before the rest... the Rims and Rubber...
Trumpeter spent a lot of time in this area of the kit. The
tires come in their individual box as well. The rims are prepainted metallic gold, which is apparently not the correct
colour. I left them alone because I liked their colour and
finish. The tires are very detailed. The lettering is spot on
for the era of the car. No sanding needed-there are
no mold lines to speak of. You could sand their surfaces to
get a more "realistic" racecar finish, but I liked the detail so
I left them as is.
One of the really cool things about this kit is the in the
detail. The tire package comes with solid foam inserts, ala
" inner tubes " for the inside of the tires and rims. This
prevents the rubber in the tires from "flat spotting" over
the years. I've had issues with this problem for some of
my other large-scale autos. I estimate this car will weigh
approximately 3 or 4 pounds when completed, so this
should prove to be interesting after a couple of years on
display.
The "Goodyear" lettering decals are another issue
altogether. I followed the instructions for the first
application and ruined the decal. Thankfully they give you
five decals in total to complete the front and rear tires
each, which works out to one error per pair. Using water
really doesn't come into the finishing: these are dry
transfers, NOT decals.
You just have to cut them to shape, hold and apply
accurately, and RUB very firmly but gently. The top film
will come off easily if you don't use too much moisture.
After the application, there is a noticeable film around the
lettering. The lettering is applied to both sides of the tire,
so when on display, it is accurate.
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Did you notice the air valves?
These are actually turned aluminium pieces. When installed, they bring the whole installation to
life. All in all, the completed set looks and works well. Once the chrome centre pieces are
installed, it looks great. Another signature touch of mine is red brake calipers. My roommate was
building a ship with a flat red hull, which I thought was an interesting colour. This use of the color
red comes into play later in the build. Next up is the final engine prep and it's installation into the
chassis. This is now almost 5 months into the build
Final Engine Build and Front Suspension...
The final engine build went well. The only thing I really had to paint was the front fan belt, and the
rear drive shafts and inner boots. One thing that is conspicuously missing is the lack of ignition
wiring. Although you really don't notice it in the end, it is an omission that is unacceptable, given
the amount of detail that is included in this kit. This could be fixed I'm sure, but I didn't have the
resources to make the appropriate parts needed, nor did I have anything of this scale in the "parts
bin". The engine and the front cross-member are installed using tapping screws. These pieces
installed without a problem. Just remember to install these with a screwdriver that fits snugly into
the screw head. One thing that is omitted in the instructions is that a screw needs to be installed
on the rear bottom of the chassis. There is a hole in the rear of the transmission and an identical
hole in the bottom of the chassis. I made sure to install one, just to be safe.
Lots of CHROME!!
The front suspension was an easy installation. Most of the pieces didn't need glue, and "snapped"
together. More chrome here as well. Those panels on the inside of the suspension are "photoetched". There is a sticky plastic film on either side of these parts on the sprues. I cut the pieces
first, and then peeled off the film on both sides. A word of caution: these parts bend very easily.
Once they are ready for installation, ensure that they conform to the part to which they are glued.
These parts look awesome when installed. The photo-etched parts throughout this kit are very well
done. The contrast between polished and flat finishes adds to the realism of the finished model.
Detail painting for the suspension set-up is carried out here.
Rear Suspension...
The rear suspension consists of 17 pieces, and the last 2 links are attached at the very end of the
build. These parts are all chrome plated, and look very good when installed. The bottom
suspension arms attach to the chassis very easily, but the attachment point on the chassis has to
be done very carefully. There is just a small plastic washer for each side that keeps them in place
once the springs are installed. This car is very heavy when completed, so all of the rear
suspension components come into play to support the rear as in the 1:1 car. One other thing was
omitted: when installing the front tires to the brake discs, 2 screws are required, one for each side.
No screws were included for the rear wheels. On the back of the rims, there is an octagonal hole
that slides into and onto the rear drive axles snugly, but not tightly. The rear wheels kept sliding
off. Securing both with a single screw would solve this pesky problem. Once the rear suspension
is completed and the tires installed, the car sits level and true, with no adjustment necessary. If
the car were painted with the stock colours, the rear to me would look rather dull and boring. The
colour contrasts I have used, with the flat red, all of the chrome, and the colours of the engine
block and transmission work well, and look good on the show circuit.
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Rear Bulkhead and Interior...
For the interior, I decided to go with gold as a base coat, with
the seats being painted flat red. The colour contrast works
well with my colour combinations. It's not accurate but it looks
good when completed. The rear bulkhead fits well to the
interior tub, but you need to ensure that you remove the
chrome from the back of the parts that attached to the tub,
especially to the rear, facing the engine compartment. When
you install the oil and fuel lines you'll want to make sure that
these parts are well secured and glued in place. The one thing
I neglected here was to sand down the injection-pin mold
marks. There are quite a few of them but they are not that
noticeable on the completed model. The seat belts were a
major challenge. I spent more than a week to get them right
and settled down on the seats. The seat belt material has a
sticky side that should stay in place when you affix them to
the seats. This did not work for me. I had to get a toothpick
and some super glue and go after each section to make sure
they adhered to the seats in their proper place. I literally had
to rub each section (with quite a bit of pressure!) and let them
dry thoroughly before moving on to the next. The roll bar and
mirror fit nicely as well, with no fit issues to speak of. The
interior fits nicely to the chassis, with no fit issues there
either.
Doors and Dashboard...
When painting the exterior of the vehicle, be sure to paint
both the sides of the doors. When the doors are opened to
display the interior the inside edges are visible and should be
painted body colour for consistency. I painted the interior
door panels gold and this colour works well. The door hinges,
each of which attaches by 2 tapping screws, are made of a
more sturdy plastic than the rest of the car. They have a sort
of spring-back action when attached and are very solid. I
installed the windows and exterior bits at the end of the build,
as I always do, just to avoid the possibility of scratching the
glass or losing one of the chrome bits. I painted the dashboard
Tamiya semi-gloss black, which harmonises with the rest of
the interior. The bezels for the gauges are well engraved, and
would lend themselves well for some bare metal foil, for that
added bit of realism. The decals for the dashboard lay down
well, and I used Micro-sol setting solution, just to make sure
that they sat well in their assigned places. The GT badge for
the steering wheel is very well done, and looks great when
installed. For the sake of accuracy, an actual photo of the
dashboard would have helped for the detail painting of the
knobs and switches. The one issue I had with the steering
wheel was attaching the steering gear (K10) to the metal
shaft. It didn't fit properly, and I tried to adjust it with a set
of pliers... big mistake! The metal is softer than it looks, and
it broke off with just a small twist. As it happens, you don't
notice it when the car is completed.
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Front End...
There are lots of goodies that go in the front of the car, and there is a
ton of chrome here as well. The oil tank is chrome, but I painted it
Testors silver, just to tone it down a bit. When attaching the photoetched straps that go over the tank, ensure you are very careful with
the installation. The parts are very small and fragile, and the slots are
very tight. There are chrome air ducts that attach to both sides, and
again, you need to ensure proper fit here. The air hoses that are
included in the kit work, but not well. A lot of trimming is required to
get these parts to fit properly to the openings on both the air duct and
the attachment point on the brake disc. Both of mine have kinks in
them. The plastic is too stiff to bend at the proper angle. When
painting the tow hooks at the front of the car, be extremely careful
when masking the rest of the body. They are attached to the frame of
the front radiator, and that frame is very fragile. The radiator comes
in two halves, with photo-etched grills for both front and back. I left
the radiator chrome, but when completed, there was a nasty mold line
across the top. A piece of bare metal foil solved the problem. When
installed, the radiator looks great. Be very careful with the front grill
as well. It has to be bent at just the right angle, to ensure a proper fit
in front of the radiator. The front oil lines are installed here as well.
Attaching the Body...
Once the body is complete, attaching it was a breeze. I left the
installation of the front glass until final assembly. The body fits well,
with some minor adjustments. This is where the steering rod is
attached, and the brake disc venting is completed. The body and
chassis mates together well, you just have to ensure that everything is
lined up properly. They are secured from the bottom with 6 tapping
screws. Some people might think attaching the body this way makes
the car look like a toy, but not in my opinion. I would rather have the
car ONE solid piece, especially when transporting it to contest shows,
than to have to worry about it being an issue. The car sits level and
true, with no adjustments needed to the front or rear ride height. But
the tolerances for fit are very close, so insure that everything lines up
per the instructions.
Completion of the Engine Compartment...
The finishing touches of the engine are done at this stage. The
carburetor is installed along with the fuel line. You could probably add
a fuel filter to enhance the model's accuracy. The supplied woven
sleeving didn't work so I found some clear flexible tubing that worked
quite well. You need to cut it longer than the instructions call for, just
to ensure proper fit. The rest of the fuel lines are installed next. I
substituted black standard tubing from the parts box. It's not realistic
but works well in the end. I needed a magnifying glass at this point to
see where the instructions told me to attach the lines. Trumpeter
could have done close up shots of each side, to ensure proper
installation, a la Tamiya. They do have two close-up shots of each
completed side, but they look like a mess of snakes, with no clear
definition of where to route the fuel lines. The last two suspension
links are installed next, and it firms up the solidity of the car.
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The Front Clip...
I experienced more fit issues here and I had to do a lot f inside trimming just to get the hood
to fit properly to the front clip. I taped the hood to the front clip during the painting process,
but it still needed trimming of the inside edge to fit properly. Trumpeter includes some
awesome machine-turned pins for the hood to fit into the front clip and they are done very
well. I chose to paint the bottom fog lights Tamiya clear orange, just to give the front end a
little different look. The chrome latches that are attached to the hood and the front clip fit
together very precisely, and once installed lend themselves to the idea that you shouldn't
open the hood. The work that was done to the radiator can be seen, so all is well. The
photo-etched pin surrounds are designed to fit at a certain angle, so care must be taken
when installing them. The wire that was included with the kit for those pins is unusable as it
is WAY too stiff. I decided to omit that part, and I will install them when I find a better
solution. When you install the front clip, be very careful with. Again, the fit tolerances are
very tight. And once you have installed it, LEAVE IT ALONE. It looks better closed.

The Rear Clip...

The rear clip interior fitting is very solid, but it must be installed very carefully and with super
glue, to insure proper seating of the parts. There is a Mylar heat shield included, a la Bare
Metal Foil, and it should be installed prior to the installation of the rear inside fitting. The
photo-etched grill inserts look great with the chrome trim installed. The taillights, which are
already clear red, bring the whole thing together once installed with their chrome back
plates. Extreme caution must be taken when installing the rear clip to the chassis. The pins
and connectors that attach these parts are extremely fragile, and installation must be carried
out with caution. Both of mine broke off. The rear clip fits to the body very well anyway, so
it wasn't a major drawback when completed. All of the chrome bits and outside glass was
installed at this time, which always proves to be the way to finish a car. None of the decals
were used in my build. I just thought the car looked better with no markings.

Conclusion:

This car was a Challenge!! It took almost 6 months to build, only because I had to find many
substitute parts and materials necessary to complete the car. This car looks awesome on the
shelf, next to all of my other large-scale projects. Trumpeter could have alleviated a lot of
the stress involved in building this model with more careful research of the 1:1 car. For the
amount of money that one invests into a project of this magnitude... and it is a PROJECT...
one would expect a little more usability of the parts included.
Don't get me wrong, it looks awesome on the shelf, and the 1st place ribbon next to it tells
me all the work and effort was well worth it. This car is only for the seasoned modeller, with
lots of twists and turns along the way. Hopefully Trumpeter, with their next automobile
subject, will listen to their fans and give us something that can be a real showstopper, right
out of the box. Happy modelling everyone, I hope this article gave some of you a little bit of
help and insight into making this project, or your next project, one that you will enjoy and
cherish for a long time to come.
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Upcoming Shows

Start
09/06/2014
09/13/2014
09/20/2014
09/27/2014
10/04/2014
10/11/2014
10/12/2014
11/02/2014
1/17/15
02/07/2015
02/21/2015
04/10/2015
04/19/2018
04/30/2015
05/02/2015
05/09/2015
05/30/2015
07/22/2015
09/19/2015

End
09/06/2014
09/13/2014
09/20/2014
09/27/2014
10/04/2014
10/11/2014
10/12/2014
11/02/2014
1/17/15
02/07/2015
02/21/2015
04/11/2015
04/19/2015
05/02/2015
05/02/2015
05/09/2015
05/30/2015
07/25/2015
09/19/2015
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Chapter
Dayton Area Plastic Modelers
NWVMM (CANCELLED)
Shenango Valley Area Scale Modelers
Kalamazoo Scale Modelers / West Michigan Scale Modelers
Erie Scale Modelers
Cincinnati Scale Modelers
Lorain County (Swap Meet)
John H Glenn / Western Reserve
Shenango Valley Area Scale Modelers Free Swap Meet
Mid-Michigan
BlizzCon
Wright Field Scale Modelers (IPMS/USA Region IV Convention)
Lorain County
*AMPS International Convention
Warren
MMCL Invitational
Toledo
IPMS/USA 2015 National Convention
Dayton Area Plastic Modelers
* Denotes non-IPMS event (shown for info only)

City/Area
Dayton, OH
Shinnston, WV
Sharon, PA
Kalamazoo, MI
Erie, PA
Cincinnati, OH
Lorain, OH
Cleveland, OH
Sharon, PA
Bay City, MI
Columbus, OH
Dayton, OH
Westlake, OH
Auburn, IN
Detroit, MI
Louisville, KY
Toledo, OH
Columbus, OH
Dayton, OH
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Contest Corner
By: Bill D Plenty

July Contest
1st. Ian Dow

2nd. John Kesner

1929 Erie Steam Crane

Rolls Royce Armored Car

3rd. Jeff Edge

4th. Ian Dow

Flying Sub

The Mangler
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5th. Jeff Edge
Self Portrait

July Contest Results
1. Ian Dow
Erie Steam Crane............................10 points

Model of the Year Standings
Ian Dow

35 points

Jeff Edge

18points

Tim Howell

14 points

John Kesner

13 points

Bob Blevins

10 points

Jerry Fraske

4 points

Travis Blevins

4 points

George Smith

4 points

Rick Forys

3 points

2. John Kesner
Rolls Royce......................................6 points
3. Jeff Edge
Flying Sub........................................4 points
4. Ian Dow
The Mangler.....................................3 points
5. Jeff Edge
Self Portrait......................................2 point
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September Contest
1st. Jerry Fraske

2nd. Bob Blevins

Spitfire Water Landing

Sherman Walker

3rd. Rick Fory
BMP
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September Contest Results
1. Jerry Fraske
Spitfire Water Landing ....................10 points

Model of the Year Standings
Ian Dow

35 points

Jeff Edge

18points

Bob Blevins

16 points

Tim Howell

14 points

Jerry Fraske

14 points

John Kesner

13 points

Rick Forys

7 points

Travis Blevins

4 points

George Smith

4 points

2. Bob Blevins
Sherman Walker..............................6 points
3. Rick Forys
BMP.................................................4 points
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Mess Hall
By: Grunty the Magic Pig

Shepherd's Pie
Ingredients
For the potatoes:
1 1/2 pounds russet potatoes
1/4 cup half-and-half
2 ounces unsalted butter
3/4 teaspoon kosher salt
1/4 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
1 egg yolk
For the meat filling:
2 tablespoons canola oil
1 cup chopped onion
2 carrots, peeled and diced small
2 cloves garlic, minced
1 1/2 pounds ground lamb
1 teaspoon kosher salt
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
2 tablespoons all-purpose flour
2 teaspoons tomato paste
1 cup chicken broth
1 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce
2 teaspoons freshly chopped rosemary leaves
1 teaspoon freshly chopped thyme leaves
1/2 cup fresh or frozen corn kernels
1/2 cup fresh or frozen English peas

Directions on following page:
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Shepherd's Pie, cont.
Directions
Peel the potatoes and cut into 1/2-inch dice. Place in a medium saucepan and cover with
cold water. Set over high heat, cover and bring to a boil. Once boiling, uncover, decrease
the heat to maintain a simmer and cook until tender and easily crushed with tongs,
approximately 10 to 15 minutes. Place the half-and-half and butter into a microwave-safe
container and heat in the microwave until warmed through, about 35 seconds. Drain the
potatoes in a colander and then return to the saucepan. Mash the potatoes and then add
the half and half, butter, salt and pepper and continue to mash until smooth. Stir in the yolk
until well combined.
Preheat the oven to 400 degrees F.
While the potatoes are cooking, prepare the filling. Place the canola oil into a 12-inch saute
pan and set over medium high heat. Once the oil shimmers, add the onion and carrots and
saute just until they begin to take on color, approximately 3 to 4 minutes. Add the garlic and
stir to combine. Add the lamb, salt and pepper and cook until browned and cooked through,
approximately 3 minutes. Sprinkle the meat with the flour and toss to coat, continuing to
cook for another minute. Add the tomato paste, chicken broth, Worcestershire, rosemary,
thyme, and stir to combine. Bring to a boil, reduce the heat to low, cover and simmer slowly
10 to 12 minutes or until the sauce is thickened slightly.
Add the corn and peas to the lamb mixture and spread evenly into an 11 by 7-inch glass
baking dish. Top with the mashed potatoes, starting around the edges to create a seal to
prevent the mixture from bubbling up and smooth with a rubber spatula. Place on a
parchment lined half sheet pan on the middle rack of the oven and bake for 25 minutes or
just until the potatoes begin to brown. Remove to a cooling rack for at least 15 minutes
before serving.
Read more at: http://www.foodnetwork.com/recipes/alton-brown/shepherds-pie-recipe2.html?oc=linkback
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